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Count on me (Bruno Mars)  

 

1) Complete the definitions with the right words 

stuck    -      find out  -         mean to      -      in need    -       toss and turn       -          count on 

1. If you _________________, you keep moving around in bed and cannot sleep properly, for example 

because you are ill or worried. 

2. If you ___________ something _____________, you learn 

something that you did not already know, especially by making a 

deliberate effort to do so. 

3. If you ______________someone  

you rely on them to support you or help 

you.  

4. If something _____________something _______________you, it is 

important to you in some way.  

5. If someone is 

_______________ , he/she is in 

a difficult situation. 

6. If you are ________________ 

you are unable to escape from a 

bad or boring situation. 

 

2) Complete the sentences with the correct form of the verbs and the words or phrases represented by 
the pictures 

If you ever ____________(find) yourself stuck in the middle of the           ____________,  

I _______________ the world to find you . 

If you ever ____________(find) yourself lost in the dark and you         _______________, 

I____________(be) the        ______________to guide you. 

Find out what we're made of when we are called to help our friends in need. 

You can count on me like one two three 

I____________(be) there 

And I know when I____________ (need) it I can count on you like four three two 



You____________(be) there 

'Cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah 

Whoa, whoa  Oh, oh   Yeah, yeah 

If you                                          ____________and you ____________ and you just                 

 

________________ 

I  _______________     beside you 

                           

And if you ever   ______________ how much you really mean to me 

                                      

_______________ I ____________ (remind) you 

Ooh 

Find out what we're made of when we are called to help our friends in need. 

You can count on me like one two three 

I____________ (be) there 

And I know when I____________ (need) it I can count on you like four three two 

You____________(be) there 

'Cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah 

Oh, oh  Yeah, yeah 

You______ always _________(have) my                        ____________ when you                      ____________  

I________ never____________ (let go) 

Never                       ____________ 

 

You know you can count on me like one two three 

I____________ (be) there 

And I know when I____________ (need) it I can count on you like four three two 



And you____________(be) there 

'Cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah 

Oh, oh 

You can count on me 'cause I can count on you. 

 

3) Match the beginnings of the sentences to the correct endings. 
 
 
                                       IF- CLAUSE          MAIN CLAUSE 

                  (Condition – possible in the future)                (Result) 

  
If you ever find yourself stuck in the middle of the sea, I'll sing a song beside you. 

If you ever find yourself lost in the dark and you can't see, every day I will remind you. 

If you are tossing and you're turning and you just can't fall asleep, I'll sail the world to find you. 

If you ever forget how much you really mean to me, I'll be the light to guide you. 

 

We use the First Conditional to talk about situations that have a realistic chance of happening in the 
future. 
 
4) Look at the tenses in each clause in exercise 3. How do we form the Fist conditional? 

If + ________________ , __________ + infinitive. 

When (meaning “every time”) is an alternative to if.  
 
Note:  
 “You’ll always have my shoulder when you cry”. 

 “And I know when I need it…, you’ll be there”. 

 

Important: never use “will” in the if-clause or after when. 
 



LYRICS 
 
If you ever find yourself stuck in the middle of the sea, 
I'll sail the world to find you 
If you ever find yourself lost in the dark and you can't see, 
I'll be the light to guide you 
 
Find out what we're made of 
When we are called to help our friends in need 
 
You can count on me like one two three 
I'll be there 
And I know when I need it I can count on you like four three two 
You'll be there 
'Cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah 
 
Whoa, whoa 
Oh, oh 
Yeah, yeah 
 
If you tossin' and you're turnin' and you just can't fall asleep 
I'll sing a song 
Beside you 
And if you ever forget how much you really mean to me 
 
Every day I will 
Remind you 
 
Ooh 
Find out what we're made of 
When we are called to help our friends in need 
 
You can count on me like one two three 
I'll be there 
And I know when I need it I can count on you like four three two 
You'll be there 
'Cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah 
 
Oh, oh 
Yeah, yeah 
You'll always have my shoulder when you cry 
I'll never let go 
Never say goodbye 
You know you can 
 
Count on me like one two three 
I'll be there 
And I know when I need it I can count on you like four three two 
And you'll be there 
'Cause that's what friends are supposed to do, oh yeah 
Oh, oh 
You can count on me 'cause I can count on you 
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